whereas the compromise is represented by most tests in common use, parametric and nonparametric alike, whose p values are only asymptotically correct, although becoming more so as underlying circumstances approach those required to justify assumed sampling distributions.
Considerable literature suggests that the compromise is not a bad one, that most asymptotic tests are remarkably robust (for a review, see Keppel, 1991) . Still, the issue of exact versus approximate tests seems worth revisiting for two reasons: Frist, computer technology is greatly enlarging the domain of the feasible; and second, for at least some problems, traditional assumptions may be problematic. In this article, we consider the application of exact tests, which are also called permutation or randomization tests (Edgington, 1987) , to problems of sequential analysis, in part because sequential analysis has long interested us (e.g., Bakeman & Gottman, 1986) but primarily because sequential analysis, more than many other applications, challenges the usual assumptions and also because sequential analytic problems pose particular challenges for exact tests. Our intent is to compare asymptotic and exact tests as applied to sequential analysis, which can deepen our understanding of traditional analyses and serve as a guide for future practice.
Traditional Sequential Analysis
Researchers who find sequential analysis useful typically define one or more sets of mutually exclusive and exhaustive behaviors. Coders are then asked to identify these behaviors as they occur in the stream of behavior, resulting in what we call event sequential data (Bakeman & Quera, 1992 , 1995a . For example, Leaper (1991) recorded the conversation of pairs of children, segmented transcripts into stretches of relatively homogeneous content (which he called message units), and then coded each message unit as collaborating, controlling, obliging, or withdrawing. Similarly, Bakeman and Adamson (1984) recorded infants and their mothers engaged in structured free play and then coded stretches of relatively homogeneous infant behavior (which they called engagement states) as unengaged, onlooking, engaged with persons, engaged with objects, or engaged jointly with persons and objects.
Often questions that motivate collection of such data concern associations between preceding and subsequent events (e.g., is joint engagement more likely after person or joint engagement?). Assume for now that we are primarily interested in lag 1 transitions (although comments made here generalize to negative lags and lags larger than 1) and that K behaviors, coded A, B, C, and so forth, are defined. When seeking to understand possible sequential influence, usually transitions between events are tallied in two-dimensional contingency tables (Castellan, 1979) . For example, if K is 5 then the table might look like this: Rows represent lag 0 or given behaviors, columns represent lag 1 or target behaviors, and individual cells represent counts for the various transitions (e.g., from A to A). Cell counts are symbolized as Xij. Here, letters instead of the more usual numbers are used as subscripts to reflect the row and column labels. As usual, plus signs indicate summation over the dimensions indicated.
Lag sequential analysis (Allison & Liker, 1982; Bakeman & Gottman, 1986; Sackett, 1979) has often been used to analyze data such as these (see also Faraone & Dorfman, 1987 , who discuss the less general case of two binary time series; Budescu, 1984; and lacobucci & Wasserman, 1988 , who address more complex sequential questions than those considered here). To evaluate the pattern of possible sequential effects, one must examine residuals-the number of transitions observed for each cell minus the number expected by a model that assumes no sequential influence. Usually residuals are normalized (Allison & Liker, 1982; Fagen & Mankovich, 1980) , and, based on assumptions that the resulting z scores are normally distributed, an asymptotic p value is assigned. However, as assumptions become untenable (e.g., as sequences become short or marginal distributions quite skewed), asymptotic p values become doubtful (for rules of thumb, see Siegel, 1956; McNemar, 1962) . In such cases, permutation tests, which do not require distributional assumptions and which yield exact instead of asymptotic p values, should be used.
In addition, no matter whether significance is determined approximately or exactly, an interpretation that emphasizes the entire set of statistically significant transitions is problematic. Both problems were noted by Fagen and Mankovich (1980) . They argued, first, that statistical significance cannot reliably be assigned to the results of these tests using asymptotic methods because of uncertainties regarding the probability distributions of the test statistics. Second, when more than one test is conducted on a transition matrix, the tests are not independent. After all, if one residual in a table is unusually high, one or more others necessarily must be low. The analysis of interrelated residuals is not a new concern (see, e.g., Haberman, 1973; Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975 ; for an excellent summary of the problem, see Fagen & Mankovich, 1980) . Unfortunately, when significance is assigned to cellwise statistics, the set of transitions identified as significant will include some that can be regarded as induced by others.
The problem is to identify a smaller subset that accounts for the observed tablewise association. One method is Brown's (1974) stepwise algorithm that, in effect, orders residuals based on their contribution to the tablewise lack of goodness of fit. Such an approach is easily implemented with stan-dard log-linear analysis programs (e.g., ILOG; Bakeman & Robinson, 1994) . The cell that causes the largest increase in goodness of fit when removed (i.e., replaced with a structural zero) is identified, then the cell that causes the next largest increase, and so forth, until the remaining cells fit a model of row and column quasi-independence tolerably well (as evidenced by a goodness-of-fit statistic with ap value greater than .05). Analogous to the distinction between stepwise and hierarchic multiple regression (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) , the order of removal can be determined by samplebased statistical criteria as recommended by Brown (1974) or can be more conceptually determined as we prefer (Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . In either case, interpretation then focuses on a subset of the initially significant transitions. (Alternatively, and recognizing that cellwise statistics entail many tests, a reduced alpha level could be used for them-e.g., a Bonferroni correction-but log-linear approaches have the merit of treating the table as a whole and directly testing the model of quasi-independence.)
Other approaches are possible. For example, in the context of a confirmatory study, the importance of just one or a small number of transitions hypothesized to be frequent could be tested hierarchically (in which case the partial chi-square statistic representing the difference between the goodness of fit of two models, where one model includes the transitions of interest and one does not, would be significantly large). As a general rule, we favor such explicit tests of particular hypotheses, but recognizing that sequential analysis has often been used in exploratory ways, we nonetheless think it useful to understand better the usual asymptotic cellwise tests of significance.
In a subsequent section, we compare them with permutation tests because, like Read and Cressie (1988) , we think permutation tests represent the standard against which asymptotic tests must be judged. Moreover, comparing asymptotic and permutation methods provides a foundation for the application of permutation tests to sequential analysis generally, including the winnowing issue raised in the previous paragraph. However, we are not the first to recommend permutation methods for sequential problems. Such recommendations, and comparisons with asymptotic methods, have been made by Rechten and Fernald (1979) , who found little difference (but they permuted their data only 200 times, which may not be sufficient), and by Yoder and Appelbaum (1992) and Yoder and Tapp (1993) , who found asymptotic methods slightly more prone to Type I error (we return to this matter when discussing results of our simulations).
Asymptotic Tests of the Sequential Z Score Before discussing permutation approaches, let us first consider the traditional asymptotic approach to sequential analysis. Event sequences are of two kinds, those that permit consecutive events to be assigned the same code (e.g., one collaborating message might follow another) and those that do not (e.g., two successive engagement states cannot both be coded unengaged). In the first case, expected frequencies are computed using the familiar formula (1) where m^ represents an expected frequency and the computation assumes row and column independence. Then the adjusted residual, a statistic that gauges the extent to which the observed transitional frequency deviates from the value predicted by the model of independence, is (2) where X+j , p+; = -and X++ p i+ = (Haberman, 1978, p. Ill;  note that Equation 2 is somewhat different from the usual lag sequential z score; see Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . In the second case (when consecutive codes cannnot repeat), expected frequencies are computed using an iterative procedure, and the formula for the adjusted residual is considerably more complex (Haberman, 1979, p. 454 ; but see also Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . No matter how the z scores comparing observed and expected transitions are computed, researchers almost always assume that they are normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, and thus regard scores larger than 1.65 (one-tailed) or 1.96 absolute (two-tailed) as sig-nificant at the .05 level. Yet assumptions required for normality may not be sufficiently fulfilled, in which case inferred p values will be inaccurate. Even if issues of independence are not of concern (Bakeman & Dorval, 1989) , asymptotic results based on few tallies or highly skewed distributions may be misleading.
Exact Permutation Tests
The problems created by possibly unwarranted assumptions can be evaded in a simple and straightforward way. There is no need to assume how the test statistic might be distributed; the actual sampling distribution can be constructed instead. Then the p value for the observed statistic can be determined exactly, bypassing the usual assumptions. This is not a new idea in the history of statistics, and exact tests have always had an intellectual appeal (see, e.g., the discussion of Fisher's exact test in Hays, 1963) . Indeed, it can be argued that, absent technical considerations, they are always preferable to their asymptotic cousins, but now the speed and ready availability of computers are making exact tests practical in a way they have not been previously.
What are often called exact tests might better be called tests that yield exact, as opposed to approximate,/? values. They are also called randomization tests (e.g., Bradley, 1968) , although at least some experts (e.g., Edgington, 1987) reserve that term for tests involving data that result from random assignment of experimental units either to treatments or treatment times. Permutation test seems the more descriptive and more general term (Edgington, 1987) and is the term we use here. Like nonparametric tests, and unlike the common parametric z, t, and F tests, their derivation and application do not involve explict assumptions about population distributions and parameters (Hays, 1963) . And unlike the usual applications of nonparametric tests such as those based on the chi-square distribution, they do not rely on asymptotic theory that is valid only if sample sizes are reasonably large and well balanced (Mehta & Patel, 1992) .
The familiar sign test or binomial test is perhaps the best known example of an exact permutation test. Here, we briefly review this simple statistic to exemplify the salient features of permutation tests generally. Permutation tests rely on the reference set, which for exact permutation tests is the set of all possible results given initial constraints, such as the 2 N different outcomes given N binary trials. For the sign test, each of the possible outcomes can be categorized by the value of r associated with it, where r symbolizes the number of observations with the first binary outcome. As is well known, the value of r can vary from 0 to N, and the number of different possible results for each value of r is
which is the binomial coefficient. For example, assume 18 of 24 observations are coded true. Then only one possible outcome (or permutation) consists of 24 true and no false, 24 permutations have 23 true and 1 false, 276 have 22 true and 2 false, 2,024 have 21 true and 3 false, and so forth. Now we can evaluate the exact probability of a result as extreme (or more so) as the observed one (assume a one-tailed test for now). It is the number of possible results for which r is 18 or greater divided by 2 24 , the total number of possible results; rounded to three significant digits, this is 0.0113. Such exact probabilities are somewhat tedious to compute in practice but relatively easy to understand in principle.
The reference set for the sign test is easy enough to construct, and this might even be said for Fisher's exact test for a 2 x 2 contingency table. But for anything much more complex, constructing an appropriate reference set quickly gets bogged down in complex detail and tedious computation. For example, assume that only four events are coded, only two codes are used (i.e., K = 2), lag 1 transitions are tallied, and the observed sequence was A B A B. In this case, * AA or p(Ai\A 0 ) is 0. To determine the exact probability of a result this extreme, we need first to examine the 4! or 24 permutations of the four events, tally each sequence in a 2 x 2 table, and count the number of tables for which the upper-left-hand cell (X AA ) is zero. Exactly eight fit this pattern, so the exact probability is .33. In other words, one third of the permutations of this trivial sequence do not contain one A following another. But realistic sequential examples would almost never contain so few coded events.
At first glance, it might be tempting to think and asks how many permutations of the observed counts are there that preserve these row and column marginal totals. The exact probability for the observed result (X AA = 0) is .5, which can be computed using the hypergeometric formula (e.g., see Hays, 1963) and is not the same as the .33 for the sequential result. (Probabilities for sequence lengths through 9, assuming K = 2, are given in 
Sampled Permutation Tests
For many problems, including sequential ones, the size and complexity involved in producing the complete reference set renders exact permutation tests impractical. However, there is a simple alternative. Instead of actually constructing the complete reference set, a subsample of elements from the full set can be formed instead using random or Monte Carlo procedures. StatXact (Mehta & Patel, 1992) , for example, routinely uses Monte Carlo estimates for exact p values when a data set is too large for exact algorithms (i.e., those that generate the complete reference set). But sampled permutation can be used generally. As Edgington (1987) noted:
It serves the same function as systematic [exact] data permutation with a substantial reduction in the number of permutations that need to be considered. Instead of requiring millions or billions of data permutations, as would be required for the systematic data permutation method for many applications of randomization tests, the random data permutation method [sampled] may be effective with as few as 1,000 data permutations, (p. 43; terms used in this article are given in brackets) Thus, sampled permutation tests can always be used, whether or not exact (i.e., complete) permutation tests are feasible. This is especially useful for sequential applications for which exact permutation tests can involve astronomical numbers of permutations.
Consider how a sampled permutation test would proceed, assuming that N behavioral events are each assigned one of K codes. Let b t represent one event and 61, b 2 , fc 3 , ... b N , the entire sequence. Usually, overlapped transitions (b\ to b 2 , b 2 to 6 3 , fc 3 to 6 4 , etc.) are tallied in a lag 0 by lag 1 table such as the one shown earlier so that x++ equals N-l (for other variations, see Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . The result is a K X K table of observed transitional frequencies (or probabilities) and the task is to test each one statistically, estimating its exact probability.
To sample from the reference set, we must repeatedly shuffle, that is, randomly order or permute the observed sequence of TV codes. The shuffling algorithm we used is described in Castellan, 1992, who notes that other shuffling algorithms may not be reliable (a copy of the Pascal program we used is available on request). After each shuffle, frequencies for each cell in the K X K table are tallied. After some relatively large number of shuffles (e.g., 10,000), sampling distributions for each cell will have accumulated, and then the position of each observed frequency relative to its sampling distribution can be computed. This provides an estimate of its exact probability. A procedure specifically designed for sequences is required (Rechten & Fernald, 1979) ; as discussed earlier, programs that permute counts in a contingency table but do not consider their sequential origin will not work.
Exact permutation results in exact probabilities; the result is the same each time the procedure is repeated. Sampled permutation results in estimates of exact probabilities. It we repeat the procedure several times, the results will vary some due to the random shuffling. This is hardly problematic because, as Mehta and Patel note (1992, pp. 4.16-4.17) , with enough runs estimates can be computed to any accuracy desired. For example, we might permute a sequence 1,000 times before estimating exact probabilities but then replicate the procedure 10 times. Based on the 10 replications, we would next compute a mean for the 10 estimates along with its 95% confidence interval. To narrow the confidence interval, and so provide greater accuracy, we need only repeat the procedure more times (e.g., 50 or 100 times instead of 10).
Exact and Asymptotic Cellwise Probabilities Compared
On logical grounds alone, the permutation procedure just described seems superior to the more usual asymptotic one. It relies only on permutations of the data observed and uses them to construct an empirical sampling distribution; further assumptions are not required. To quantify comparisons between the two approaches, we next devised a simulation. Sequences consisting of five different codes (labeled A, B, C, D, and E) were generated; consecutive codes were allowed to repeat and lengths were 51, 126, and 251. These lengths were chosen so that tables of lag 1 transitions would contain 50, 125, and 250 tallies; 125 was chosen so that the total sample would be at least four or five times the number of cells as recommended by Wickens (1989) . Depending on marginal distributions, probably sequences of 50 can be viewed as too short (because they are likely to generate too many small expected frequencies; again, see Wickens, 1989 ) and 250 as adequate for the usual asymptotic z test.
For each sequence generated, transitions were tallied and the scores associated with one cell computed. Arbitrarily, we choose the upper-right cell (JC AE ); in practice, an investigator would probably be interested in other cells as well, but for expository purposes here we focus on just one. The first 100 sequences of each length for which the z associated with X AE was greater than 1.0 and less than 3.0 were selected for further investigation because these values straddle 1.645 and 1.96, the .05 critical value for scores distributed normally for one-and two-tailed tests, respectively (for simplicity, here we focus just on the upper tail). The generating program permitted simple and conditional probabilities to vary; for the sequences selected, p(A) varied from .26 to .48 with a mean of .36, p(E) from .06 to .30 with a mean of .11, and p(E\A) from .12 to .50 with a mean of .25. These values seem both realistic and reasonably variable.
Then, for each of the selected sequences, the sequence was permuted 10,000 times and the estimated exact probability for the observed count for cell * AE was computed. Cell counts were used because they are computationally simple; permutation tests construct distributions, and so further transformation into statistics (such as z) with an assumed theoretical distribution is unnecessary (Edgington, 1987) . Results are shown in Figure 1 . The dark curve represents the probability for the corresponding z score assuming a perfectly normal distribution. Estimated exact probabilities never fall below this line, which suggests that approximate p values as determined by the usual asymptotic test represent a limiting case, sometimes approached but usually not met. As you would expect, estimated exact probabilities fall above this line more often and with greater magnitude when sequences are relatively short.
The upper-right quadrants marked by the solid lines (one-tailed) and dotted lines (two-tailed) are particularly interesting. They represent times when, assuming an .05 criterion, asymptotic tests would suggest a sequential effect but sampled permutation tests would not (thus leading to Type I error, assuming that the exact test reflects the true state of affairs). Type I error rates were less for larger asymptotic z scores and for longer se- Figure 1 . Exact probabilities and asymptotic z scores for A-E transitions for 300 tables. The number of tallies (N) is 50, 125, and 250 for the first, second, and third 100 tables, respectively. Tallies are based on sequences that permit consecutive codes to repeat. Exact probabilities are based on 10,000 permutations. The solid line represents an exact probability of .05 and an asymptotic z score of 1.645; the dotted line represents an exact probability of .025 and an asymptotic z score of 1.96.
quences. Next, we ran simulations for K equals 3, 4, and 9, in addition to 5. We reasoned that values for K often fall within this range and, in any case, this range should allow us to identify trends. In accordance with the rationale offered earlier for K = 5, sequence lengths were 2K 2 + 1, 5K 2 + 1, and IOK 2 + 1. Percentages of estimated exact probabilities falling above .025 (and so representing Type I error, two-tailed) for several asymptotic z score ranges are shown in Figure 2 .
As you can see, when K was 4 or greater, asymptotic z scores above 2.75 were always associated with estimated exact two-tailed probabilities of .05 or less, even for quite short sequences (length = 2K 2 + 1). On the other hand, asymptotic z scores less than 2.25 often resulted in Type I error, even for relatively long sequences. Thus our simulations suggest that asymptotic z tests are relatively liberal, leading to Type I error when z scores exceed their critical values by only a little, and that this effect is more marked when sequences are relatively short.
This procedure just described was repeated, except this time consecutive codes were not allowed to repeat. Lengths used were 2K(K -1) + 1, 5K(K -1) + 1, and 10A:(A: -1) + 1, thus insuring the same average cell size as before. Adjusted residuals were computed as described by Haberman (1979, p. 454) . Compared with times when consecutive codes may repeat, asymtotic tests with nonrepeating consecutive codes require different computations (see Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . However, with permutation tests, computations are identical, except that the shuffling algorithm must be modified to enforce the adjacent-codesmust-be-different constraint (Rechten & Fernald, 1979 ; again, a copy of the Pascal program we used is available on request). Percentages of estimated exact probabilities falling above .025 (and so representing Type I error, two-tailed) for the asymptotic z score ranges indicated are shown in Figure 3 .
In general, results when consecutive codes can and cannot repeat seem similar (see Figures 2 and  3 ) although, as expected from a random process, not perfectly so. The results when consecutive codes cannot repeat and K is 3 fit the overall pattern less neatly, but this is not surprising given that these circumstances represent a limiting case (when K is 2 and consecutive codes cannot repeat, the sequence is totally determined; see Bakeman & Quera, 1995b) . Moreover, we attempted to make these simulations realistic, letting simple probabilities for the codes vary. In other runs, when we constrained the simple probabilities to be equiprobable, results were more neatly patterned than those shown here. Still, in all cases, Type I errors were less likely for longer sequences, larger values of K, and asymptotic z scores further away from (i.e., larger than) the theoretical critical value.
Winnowing Cellwise Statistics Revisited
Earlier we described log-linear methods for identifying just those transitions that prevented a model of independence from fitting as a way of dealing with interpretative problems caused by the interrelatedness of residuals. Yet the log-linear methods used are asymptotic, which raises the question of whether permutation methods would yield different results. Results just reported for where an asterisk indicates asymptotic significance at the .05 level or smaller. Based on the magnitude of the adjusted residuals, we decided to remove cells X EB , X EC , * AA , JC DA , X CE , and x cc , in that order, although usually we prefer a conceptual as opposed to an empirical rationale. After each cell was removed (i.e., defined as structurally zero), we tested the fit of the [0][1] model (i.e., the model of quasi-independence; see Bakeman & Robinson, 1994) to determine if the cells remaining now fit, using as our criterion the asymptotic likelihood ratio chisquare (symbolized G 2 ). Then we repeated the procedure, this time computing an estimated exact probability. The statistic was the sum of the absolute values of the residuals, computed over all cells not structurally zero (the computationally simplest statistic suffices for permutation tests so it is not necessary to compute a chi-square; see Edgington, 1987) . Expected frequencies were computed using iterative proportional fitting (IFF or the DemingStephan algorithm; see Haberman, 1978) as is appropriate for tables with structural zeros. The original sequence was shuffled 1,000 times, and the position of the observed statistic relative to the sampling distribution was determined. This procedure was repeated 10 times, allowing us to report a mean estimated exact probability based on 10,000 shuffles along with confidence intervals.
Results are shown in Table 2 . Had we only consulted the original adjusted residuals, we might have attempted to interpret all six transitions whose associated z scores exceeded 1.96 absolute. The log-linear procedure suggests that interpretation should include only three, because once X EE , X EC , and JC AA are removed, the remaining transitions fit a model of quasi-independence as gauged by the asymptotic likelihood ratio chi-square. Yet estimates of the exact probability suggest that even that is generous. Once * EB and X EC are removed, the estimated exact probability exceeds .05, suggesting that only these two cells prevent the [0] [1] model from fitting. Thus, this example conforms with results noted earlier for cellwise statistics. When asymptotic results are just barely significant (here, the critical value for chi-square with 14 degrees of freedom is 23.7), estimated exact probabilities may suggest an insignificant result.
Summary and Recommendations
Sampled permutation tests are a viable and desirable alternative to the usual asymptotic tests used in sequential analysis and possess a number of desirable features. Primarily, they require few assumptions of the sort that have long troubled critics of sequential analysis. Instead, they construct a sampling distribution from the data at hand and thereby take into account the length of the sequence and the simple probabilities for the codes that constitute it. Thus, when asymptotic and permutation tests support different conclusions, it seems reasonable to prefer the permutation results and regard them as more accurate.
Occasionally, sequential analysis is used in a confirmatory fashion, testing, for example, just one or a few transitions of paramount interest. In such cases, our simulations suggest that, especially when results are weak (z scores less than 2.5 or 3.0 absolute) and sequences relatively short given the values of K (resulting in ratios of tallies to cells less than 5), asymptotic tests may suggest significance that is not supported by sampled permutation. Thus, we recommend that confirmatory studies use permutation tests and that results of past studies, when weak, be regarded with some skepticism.
More frequently, sequential analysis is used in an exploratory fashion. Again, our simulations suggest that Type I error may result. For example, 6 of 25 transitions derived from the sequence analyzed in the previous section were judged significant by asymptotic test but only 5 were judged significant by permutation tests we performed subsequently (using the PSEQ program described in the Appendix). However, as discussed earlier, such piecemeal tests (whether asymptotic or exact) are not recommended for interrelated transitions. Thus, using log-linear methods, we winnowed the initial set of 6 asymptotically significant transitions Note. CI = confidence interval. The asymptotic p value assumes a chi-square distribution for G 2 . The estimated exact p value and its 95% confidence intervals were derived as explained in the text. down to 3. Yet even this may be too many, and indeed, a permutation test reduced this still further to 2.
As this example again illustrates, weak asymptotic results often are not verified by permutation tests. Thus, our results are in agreement with Yoder and Appelbaum (1992) and Yoder and Tapp (1993) , who likewise found sampled permutation tests more conservative than asymptotic ones. Again, we recommend the permutation results because of the greater confidence they engender. This seems especially important when sequences are relatively short. True, when sequences are short only relatively strong effects may be detected as significant (which illustrates the general rule that power increases with increased data). But with permutation tests, users need no longer worry whether data are sufficient for a reasonable approximation to normality because no such assumption is required.
One final comment: although we suggest that weak asymptotic results be viewed with skepticism, we see no reason to doubt strong results. Occasionally, critics of sequential analysis object to assigning significance to transitions because successive events are not "independent." This objection would seem to have some merit when overlapped sampling (b\ to b 2 , b 2 to b 3 , b 3 to 6 4 , etc.) is used. Yet Bakeman and Dorval (1989) found that when sequences were generated randomly, distributions of a test statistic assumed their theoretically expected form equally for the overlapped and nonoverlapped case. The present simulations, which used overlapped sampling, support the earlier results and suggest that the apparent violation of sampling independence associated with overlapped sampling is not consequential. From this point of view-and reflecting the traditional divergence between optimists and pessimists-it is noteworthy not how far away from the theoretical line the exact probabilities in Figure 1 are, but how close they come. Nonetheless, our experience with the program described in the Appendix indicates that sampled permutation tests are feasible, and we recommend their use whenever the statistical significance of sequential transitions is at issue.
